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Some people, fearing the digital divide, still feel a need for real-life baby simulators. In 1995, scientists and educators at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Babies & You, a national parenting center founded by a part-time social worker named Nicole Cliffe, teamed up to provide a hands-on prenatal education experience. The result was the RealCare
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The special purpose Neck Seal is placed on each prefilled bottle which is then placed in the Stress Crack Tester. The interlocked safety door is then closed and each bottle pressurized to the required level. This is done by switching a valve, the test pressure has been pre set on a precision regulator. After the prescribed time, using a pneumatic operated valve
the user releases the NaOH solution to immerse the base. The user then monitors the time to failure for each sample. The special purpose Neck Seal is placed on each prefilled bottle which is then placed in the Stress Crack Tester. The interlocked safety door is then closed and each bottle pressurized to the required level. This is done by switching a valve,

the test pressure has been pre set on a precision regulator. After the prescribed time, using a pneumatic operated valve the user releases the NaOH solution to immerse the base. The user then monitors the time to failure for each sample.Downloads PET Stress Crack Simulator datasheet Performance of samples can be evaluated when the base of the bottle
is immersed in a NaOH (Sodium Hydroxide) solution which simulates failure associated with Stress Crack. Prior to immersion the bottles are filled (to fill level) with water and pressurized. Failure results in a pressure loss or burst of the bottle. available in Semi Automatic or Full Automatic configuration Full Automatic Configuration The special purpose Neck

Seal is placed on each prefilled bottle which is then placed in the Stress Ctack Tester. A preprogrammed Test Profile is selected using the touchscreen HMI. Test Profiles are set up by each customer specific to their testing requirements (Test Profile: Test Pressure, Rate of Pressure Increase, Test Time etc). After each bottle has been placed in the device, the
interlocked safety door is closed and select START. Initially a test to ensure no leakage at the Neck Seal, then the pressure is ramped up at the customer specified rate to the required test pressure, The NaOH soultion is released automaiically at prescribed time to immerse the base. Each bottle is then automatically monitored for the specified time. When

failure occurs the time and Head No. is recorded. Semi Automatic Configuration The special purpose Neck Seal is placed on each prefilled bottle which is then placed in the Stress Crack Tester. 5ec8ef588b
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